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Technology Used
• Microsoft Azure IaaS

• Azure Architecting

• Azure SQL

• Security and Compliance

• Infrastructure design and management

• PCI Assessment and Compliance

• Managed Services

• Project Management

• Azure Managed Services

Blue Sky the Color of Imagination approached New Charter Technologies to develop  
a plan to migrate from on premise Exchange and files servers and an on-premise  
legacy phone system to a Microsoft 365 solution that included Exchange Online, 
SharePoint Online and Teams.requirements, it was essential to provide a compliant 
solution with full governance.

Challenge
Security was critical with the ability to maintain security across multiple access sites.  
Blue Sky has become a 90 percent remote workforce since the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Protection of company intellectual property was key even though employees could  
be working anywhere from a home office to a coffee shop. 
The project needed to address four key areas:
1. Security – Identity Management
2. Data Loss Prevention and Rights Management
3. Performance
4. Ease of use

Solution 
New Charter Technologies – Leveraging their comprehensive experience in Microsoft  
365 security and governance, coupled with their expertise in migration from multiple 
types of environments, NCT was able to architect and implement a Microsoft 365  
solution that addressed all the Blue Sky’s objectives.  Microsoft 365 solution stack 
provided a dynamic solution with security and scalability to meet Blue Sky’s future  
needs.  

Benefit
Client satisfaction with the access experience was extremely positive due to the 
infrastructure solution architected by I.T. Responsive, a New Charter Technologies 
Company. I.T. Responsive’s project management services coordinated Blue Sky, 
I.T. Responsive, and NCT resources to deliver an optimized migration strategy that 
addressed security and end-user experience. The POC (proof of concept) exceeded 
vutilizing internal resources to perform this function.
By embracing cloud-based technologies Blue Sky has been able to increase sales and 
provide a superior customer experience.
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